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holder worked  harder his  toil  was  sweetened by inde-
pendence.
On the decline of the small holder, the yeoman pat Decline oj
excellence, recent investigations have thrown new light. The
land tax assessments * indicate that the number of small
occupying owners had already greatly diminished before the
last quarter of the eighteenth century ; and it is impossible
to suppose that where circumstances had been adverse to
the survival of the small farmer-owner, they were more
favourable to the small tenant-farmer. To take an example :
a comparison of Tudor and Early Stuart surveys of twenty-
four Oxfordshire parishes with the land tax assessments of
1785 shows that in the earlier period the number of free-
holders, copyholders and tenants for lives with less than
100 acres was 482, and in the later period 212 ; while the
total acreage in their possession was reduced from 13,674
acres to 4494 2. It is significant that an increase took place
in the number of small occupying owners near the end of the
eighteenth century 3— a fact which suggests that enclosure by
Act of Parliament was less detrimental to their survival than
enclosure by voluntary agreement in earlier decades. The
decline of the small farmer, whether owner or tenant, was
indeed a continuous process originally set in motion by the
disintegration of the manor and accelerated by enclosures
for sheep-farming, but with occasional reversions from the
large to the small farm. Laurence in The Duty of a Steward
to his Lord laid down that " a steward, as much as in him
lieth and without oppression, should endeavour to lay all
the small farms, let to poor indigent people, to the great
ones ". In the case of tenants the ' vigilant steward ' was
to seize the opportunity, " as the heads of families happen
to fall", to resume possession of the land instead of " con-
tinuing the farms to the poor remains who may as well betake
1 The land tax assessments were first investigated by A. H. Johnson,
The Disappearance of the Small Landowner, chapter vii., who examined
about 3 per cent, of the parishes; and a detailed examination of eight
counties was made by E. Davies, whose conclusions are summarized in
The Economic History Review, vol. i. No. I, 87 seq.
* Johnson, op. cit. 132.
8 Annals of Agriculture, vii. 525.    Also note i supra.
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